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A Guided Tour of the N Queens Problem

By popular demand, we will explore a possible path to the solution,
employing IDLE and additional high tech means (e.g chalk,
blackboard, waving hands, etc.).

(figure from Wikipedia)
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Overall Structure: the N Queens Problem

• We build the solution incrementally, column by column.

• We maintain a partial solution (implemented as a list).

• The partial solution is initially empty.

• We try to extend partial solutions recursively by placing a queen
in all possible rows in the next column.

• We check if adding a queen to a given partial solution is legal. If
it is, the partial solution is extended (and number of remaining
columns decreased by 1).

• Once all columns are exhausted, we have a solution
(contributing a 1 to the overall number of solutions).

Note that whatever we propose here (or elsewhere :-) is not the only
possible approach. We do try, however, to propose a simple solution
to the problem.
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Functions and “Signatures” used in the N Queens Problem

def queens(n):

’’’ how many ways to place n queens on n-by-n board? ’’’

def queens_rec(n,remaining_cols ,partial_sol ):

""" how many ways to extend a partial solution of n queens

problem over remaining_cols many columns. partial_sol

is a list """

def extendible(partial ,i):

’’’ Can we place a queen in the next column and row i ? ’’’

Example execution (by popular demand, ran overnight)

>>> queens (15)

2279184
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Extensions to the N Queens Problem

Once we understand the solution, fairly simple modifications will yield

• Not just number of solutions, but a list specifying all solutions.

• Placing k queens on an n-by-n board, k ≤ n.

• Placing k queens on an n-by-m board, k ≤ n ≤ m.

• Placing n rooks on an n-by-n board.

• Placing n bishops on an n-by-n board.

• Mixing queens, bishops, rooks on an n-by-n board (not so
simple, but not that bad either).
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And Now to Something Completely Different:
The Halting Problem and Alan M. Turing

”It was so kind of you to come!
And you are very nice!”
The Carpenter said nothing but
”Cut us another slice:
I wish you were not quite so deaf–
I’ve had to ask you twice!”

”It seems a shame,” the Walrus said,
”To play them such a trick,
After we’ve brought them out so far,
And made them trot so quick!”
The Carpenter said nothing but
”The butter’s spread too thick!”

Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found There:

Lewis Carroll, 1871.
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A Benign Loop
The following function ignores its input, x, prints all integers in the
finite range starting from k=1 and ending at k=7. Upon leaving the
loop, it proudly prints "hello, world!".

def stoppy(x):

i=0

while i<7:

i=i+1

print(i)

return "hello , world!"

>>> stoppy("daniel")

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

’hello , world!’

Once k reached 7, the while’s condition becomes False. The
execution leaves the loop, returns "hello, world!", and halts.
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An Infinite Loop

The following function ignores its input, x, prints all integers, starting
from 1, and then proudly returns ‘‘yes, we can!’’.

def loopy(x):

i=0

while True:

i=i+1

print(i)

return "yes , we can!"

>>> loopy("benny")

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

# aborted manually

Alas, since the condition in the while is always True, the execution
is in an infinite loop. This execution thread was aborted manually.
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Avoiding Infinite Loops

Infinite loops, or in general programs that do not halt, are one of the
nightmares of programmers when designing computer programs.

>>> stoppy("daniel")

>>> loopy("benny")

For the two simple pieces of code above, it is easy to check and even
formally verify that indeed stoppy halts on every x, while loopy

enters an infinite loop on every x, and never halts. But for more
complicate and intricate programs, determining if a function halts on
a certain input is not so easy. Yet, how bad can this be?

Idea: Computers are omnipotent, right? So how about writing a
computer program, Check Halting(f,x), which will do such
checking (does f halt on input x) for us, and thus warn us about
such mishaps before they happen?
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The Halting Problem

(modified from a presentation by Sivan Toledo)
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Alan Mathison Turing:
The Halting Problem is Undecidable

(modified from a presentation by Sivan Toledo)
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Alan Mathison Turing:
The Halting Problem is Undecidable

Turing has shown that no computer program can check if a computer
code (say written in Python) will halt or enter an infinite loop.

This is a fundamental limitation of computations. Not just a
limitation of a specific programming language or a manifestation of
incompetence of today’s programmers.
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The Halting Problem is Undecidable: Proof

Suppose, towards a contradiction, that there is a program (a high
order function) Halt(f,x), which resolves halting problem. This
means that on inputs f (a function of one variable), and x (an input
to f), Halt(f,x) returns True if f halts on x, and False otherwise.

Furthermore, we assume that Halt(·, ·) itself halts on every pair of
inputs f,x.

Note that if running f on x leads to an error (for whatever reason –
incorrect format, overflow, wrong type, etc., etc.) we consider this as
a halting of f on x.
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The Halting Problem is Undecidable: Proof, cont.

We now construct a new function, modify, which employs
Halt(f,x) in an essential fashion.

The function modify gets as an input a function, f. This means that
modify itself is a higher order function. However, at this stage in the
course, we are neither scared nor impressed by higher order functions.

def modify(f):

if Halt(f,f): # f(f) halts

i=0

while True:

i=i+1

return "gidday , mate!"

else: # f(f) does not halt

return "yes , we can!"
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The Halting Problem is Undecidable: Proof, cont2

What will happen if we apply modify to itself, namely invoke
modify(modify). Specifically, will it halt or not?

To make the presentation clear, lets explicitly look at the code when
we substitute modify for the formal argument, f.

def modify(modify ):

if Halt(modify ,modify ): # modify(modify) halts

i=0

while True:

i=i+1

return "gidday , mate!"

else: # modify(modify) does not halt

return "yes , we can!"

If modify(modify) halts, then the condition in the if is satisfied, so
the execution enters an infinite loop.

If modify(modify) does not halt, then the condition in the if is not
satisfied, so the execution returns ”yes, we can!” and halts.
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The Halting Problem is Undecidable: Proof, Concluded

def modify(modify ):

if Halt(modify ,modify ): # modify(modify) halts

i=0

while True:

i=i+1

return "gidday , mate!"

else: # modify(modify) does not halt

return "yes , we can!"

If modify(modify) halts, then the condition in the if is satisfied, so
the execution enters an infinite loop.

If modify(modify) does not halts, then the condition in the if is not
satisfied, so the execution returns ”yes, we can!” and halts.

So modify(modify) halts if and only if modify(modify) does not
halt. Contradiction! ♠
(Contradiction to the existence of Halt(f,x), which solves the
halting problem.)
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The Halting Problem is Undecidable: Reflections

The key idea in the proof is self reference – deriving a contradiction
by applying modify to itself. You will see this idea in other contexts
(or, at least, courses) as well. Perhaps the two better known ones are:

Georg Cantor’s diagonalization technique, used to prove that the real
numbers are not enumerable (Georg Ferdinand Ludwig Philipp
Cantor, 1845–1918).

Kurt Gödel incompleteness theorem, showing that in any “rich
enough” and consistent mathematical axiomatic system, like Number
Theory, there are claims (theorems) that are not provable, nor is their
complement provable. Gödel developed a method to describe
(encode) claims by integers, so that it is possible to express in his
system a claim saying ‘‘I am not provable’’. (Kurt Friedrich
Gödel, 1906–1978)
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And Now to Something Completely Different:
Characters Encoding, Ascii and Unicode

”I weep for you,” the Walrus said:
”I deeply sympathize.”
With sobs and tears he sorted out
Those of the largest size,
Holding his pocket-handkerchief
Before his streaming eyes.

”O Oysters,” said the Carpenter,
”You’ve had a pleasant run!
Shall we be trotting home again?’
But answer came there none–
And this was scarcely odd, because
They’d eaten every one.

Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found There:

Lewis Carroll, 1871.
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Text, Strings and Characters

image from http://chronotext.org/Isaiah/
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Strings and Characters

Much of the daily information we deal with is textual. In the written
world, it is represented as text. In computer science terminology, text
is a sequence, termed a string, of characters over a finite alphabet, Σ.

The alphabet, Σ, consists of letters. Different alphabets have
different sets of letters. For example, consider the English alphabet
{a, b, . . . , z}, the Greek alphabet {α, β, . . . , ω}, or the Hebrew
alphabet {ℵ,i, ,ג . . .}.
In some cases there are different variants of the same letter (capital
vs. lower case, printed vs. written, etc.).

In addition to letters, texts contain numerals, punctuation marks,
spaces, etc.
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Representation of Characters: ASCII

Like everything else in the computer, characters are represented as
binary numbers (yet, for convenience, we consider the decimal or
hexadecimal representations).

The initial encoding scheme for representing characters is the so
called ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange)
encoding. It has 128 characters (each represented by 7 bits). These
include 94 printable characters (English letters, numerals,
punctuation marks, math operators), space, and 33 invisible control
characters (mostly obsolete).
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Representation of Characters: ASCII

The initial encoding scheme for representing characters is the called
ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange). It has
128 characters (represented by 7 bits). These include 94 printable
characters (English letters, numerals, punctuation marks, math
operators), space, and 33 invisible control characters (mostly
obsolete).

(table from Wikipedia. 8 rows/16 columns represented in hex, e.g.
‘a’ is 0x61, or 97 in decimal representation)
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Representation of Characters: Unicode

With the increased popularity of computers and their usage in
multiple languages (mainly those not employing Latin alphabet, even
though á, â, ä, ã, å, à, ă, Å, etc. are also not expressible in ASCII), it
became clear that ASCII encoding is not expressive enough and
should be extended.

Demand for additional characters (e.g. various symbols that are not
punctuation marks) and letters (e.g. Cyrillic, Hebrew, Arabic, Greek),
possibly in the same piece of text, led to the 16 bit Unicode (and,
along the way, earlier encodings).

Chinese characters (and additional ones, e.g. Byzantine musical
symbols, if you really care) led to 20 bit Unicode.
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Representation of Characters: Unicode (cont.)
Unicode is a variable length encoding: Different characters can be
encoded using a different number of bits. For example, ASCII
characters are encoded using one byte per character, and are
compatible with the 7 bits ASCII encoding (a leading zero is added).
Hebrew letters’ encodings, for example, are in the range 1488 (ℵ) to
1514 (tav, unfortunately unknown to LATEX), reflecting the 22+5=27
letters in the Hebrew alphabet.

Python employs Unicode. The built in function ord returns the
Unicode encoding of a (single) character (in decimal). The chr of an
encoding returns the corresponding character.

>>> ord(" ") # space

32

>>> ord("a")

97

>>> chr (97)

a

>>> ord("?") # aleph (LaTeX unfortunately is not fond of Hebrew)

1488
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Representation of Characters: Hebrew Letters in Unicode

Hebrew letters’ encodings, for example, are in the range 1488 (ℵ) to
1514 (tav, unfortunately unknown to LATEX), reflecting the 22+5=27
letters in the Hebrew alphabet.

The software used to produce these slides, LATEX, is not a great fan of
the language of the Bible. But IDLE has no such reservations:

>>> hebrew =[chr(i) for i in range (1488 ,1515)]

>>> print(hebrew)

[’?’, ’?’, ’?’, ’?’, ’?’, ’?’, ’?’, ’?’, ’?’,

’?’, ’?’, ’?’, ’?’, ’?’, ’?’, ’?’, ’?’, ’?’,

’?’, ’?’, ’?’, ’?’, ’?’, ’?’, ’?’, ’?’, ’?’]
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Strings and Sequences: Additional Contexts

Plain text editing is one of the most popular applications (be it
troff, Notepad, Emacs, Word, LATEX, etc.).

Other than that, ,character, string, and word operations are
important in many other contexts. For example:

I Linguistics. For example, study letter frequencies across different
languahes over the same alphabet.

I Biological sequence operations. Here the text could be a
chromosome, a whole genome, or even a collection of genomes.
Given that the length of, say, the human genome, is
approximately 3 billion letters (A, C, G, T), efficiency may be
crucial (whereas for single proteins or genes, just hundreds or
thousands letters long, we could be slightly more tolerant).

I Musical information retrieval, where, for example, you may want
to whistle or hum into your smartphone, and have it retrieve the
most similar piece of music out of some large collection.
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Why We Care About Frequencies of Letters

Recent analyses show that letter frequencies, like word frequencies,
tend to vary, both by writer and by subject. One cannot write an
essay about x-rays without using frequent Xs, and the essay will have
an especially strange letter frequency if the essay is about the
frequent use of x-rays to treat zebras in Qatar. Different authors have
habits which can be reflected in their use of letters. Hemingway’s
writing style, for example, is visibly different from Faulkner’s.
Letter, bigram, trigram, word frequencies, word length, and sentence
length can be calculated for specific authors, and used to prove or
disprove authorship of texts, even for authors whose styles aren’t so
divergent

(Text taken from Wikipedia).
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Letter Counts in Text
The following code first converts every character to lower case (this
has no effect for non-letters). Then filters out non-letters, and counts
the number of occurrences of each letter, using a (Python) dictionary
called d. It then turns the dictionary into a list, and sorts it by the
counts.

def char_count(text):

""" counts the number of occurrences of ascii letters in a text.

Returns a list of pairs , where first elements in pairs are the

lower case letters , and second elements being the counts """

d = {} # initializing an empty dictionary

for ch in text:

ch=str.lower(ch)

if ord(ch)<ord("a") or ord(ch)>orde("z"): # not a letter

continue

else: # incrementing letter count by 1

if ch in d:

d[ch]=d[ch]+1

else:

d[ch]=1

lst=list(d.items ()) # truning dictionary into list

return sorted(lst , key=lambda pair: -pair [1])

# sort high to low by counts
28 / 40
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Letter Counts in Text: Sample Executions

We will try to understand what this code is doing by running it on a
few synthetic examples.

>>> text="AaBbCDEFGhijklmNOPQRSTuvwxyz1234567890 +-=/*a"

>>> char_count(text)

[(’a’, 3), (’b’, 2), (’c’, 1), (’e’, 1), (’d’, 1), (’g’, 1),

(’f’, 1), (’i’, 1), (’h’, 1), (’k’, 1), (’j’, 1), (’m’, 1),

(’l’, 1), (’o’, 1), (’n’, 1), (’q’, 1), (’p’, 1), (’s’, 1),

(’r’, 1), (’u’, 1), (’t’, 1), (’w’, 1), (’v’, 1), (’y’, 1),

(’x’, 1), (’z’, 1)]
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Letters Statistics in Text

For longer strings, it is the frequencies of letters rather than their
counts we are interested in. We will express those as percentages.

def percent(frac):

""" represents fraction as percentage , w/ 2 digit accuracy """

return int(frac *10000)/100

def stats(text):

""" letter frequencies (as percentage of total letters) """

srt=char_count(text)

total=sum(elem [1] for elem in srt)

return [(elem[0], percent(elem [1]/ total)) for elem in srt]
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Real, Written Text
With the availability of all sorts of texts on the web, we can write
code that downloads relevant pieces of text that will subsequently be
analyzed. However, this requires some extra modules and buzzwords,
some websites block attempts by programs (aka robots) to access
them, etc. etc.

For these reasons, we (read “your lecturer”) have accessed 5 texts
manually, cut parts of the text and pasted them into corresponding
Python code.

• Chapter 1 of Genesis (we will not risk putting a date here :-).

• Book I of Homer’s Iliad (800BC, translated by Samuel Butler).

• Act 3, Scene 1 of Shakespeare’s Merchant of Venice (estimated
1596–1598).

• Chapter 1 of Lewis Carol’s Alice in Wonderland (Charles
Lutwidge Dodgson, 1865).

• The May 13, 1940 first speech of Winston Churchill as prime
minister to house of commons (“Blood, Toil, Tears and Sweat”).
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Real, Written Text
We load the different text by using the import command. Then we
examine portions of the text to see we got what we bargained for.

>>> from genesis1 import *# genesis chapter1

>>> print(genesis1 [0:257])

1 In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.

2 And the earth was waste and void; and darkness was upon

the face of the deep: and the Spirit of God moved upon the

face of the waters.

3 And God said , Let there be light: and there was light.

>>> from iliad1 import *

>>> print(iliad1 [115:217])

Sing , O goddess , the anger of Achilles son of Peleus , that brought

countless ills upon the Achaeans.

>>> from shylock import *

>>> from alice1 import *

>>> from churchill import *
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Real, Written Text (cont.)

These texts greatly vary in their origin, time of writing, original
language (the bible and the Iliad are translated from Hebrew and
ancient Greek to English, correspondingly), and length. Lets examine
their lengths first.

>>> len(genesis1)

4214

>>> len(iliad1)

30689

>>> len(shylock)

6441

>>> len(alice1)

11514

>>> len(churchill)

4773
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Letter Frequencies in Real, Written Text (cont. cont.)
We will exhibit just the 6 most frequent letters in each text. We will
also check if all 26 letters in the English alphabet appear in each text.

>>> stats(genesis1 )[0:6]; len(stats(genesis1 ))

[(’e’ ,14.48),(’t’ ,10.3),(’a’ ,9.7),(’h’ ,7.57),(’d’ ,7.54),(’n’ ,7.35)]

23 # only 23 letters appear

>>> stats(iliad1 )[0:6]; len(stats(iliad1 ))

[(’e’ ,12.42),(’t’ ,8.35),(’o’ ,8.32),(’a’ ,8.04),(’h’ ,7.8),(’s’ ,6.65)]

26 # all letters appear

>>> stats(shylock )[0:6]; len(stats(shylock ))

[(’e’ ,11.66),(’t’ ,8.6),(’a’ ,8.56),(’o’ ,8.29),(’h’ ,6.91),(’n’ ,6.82)]

25 # one letter missing

>>> stats(alice1 )[0:6]; len(stats(alice1 ))

[(’e’ ,12.47),(’t’ ,10.05),(’o’ ,8.03),(’a’ ,7.86),(’h’ ,6.85),(’i’ ,6.58)]

26

>>> stats(churchill )[0:6]; len(stats(churchill ))

[(’e’ ,12.35),(’t’ ,10.43),(’o’ ,8.18),(’a’ ,7.91),(’i’ ,7.64),(’n’ ,6.79)]

25 # one letter missing
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Letter Frequencies in Real, Written Text (cont.)

We see that even the 6 most popular letters are not the same in these
6 texts. In fact, even the top 3 letters are not the same. Remarkably
enough, though, the top 2 letters are e and then t in all 6 texts.

Here is the complete list of letters’ frequencies in chapter 1 of Alice
in Wonderland.

>>> stats(alice1)

[(’e’ ,12.47),(’t’ ,10.05),(’o’ ,8.03),(’a’ ,7.86),(’h’ ,6.85),

(’i’ ,6.58),(’n’ ,6.5),(’s’ ,5.81),(’r’ ,5.24),(’l’ ,4.83),(’d’ ,4.49),

(’w’ ,2.91),(’u’ ,2.87),(’g’ ,2.35),(’f’ ,2.14),(’c’ ,2.03),

(’y’ ,1.88),(’b’ ,1.66),(’m’ ,1.66),(’p’ ,1.5),(’k’ ,1.13),(’v’ ,0.78),

(’x’ ,0.08),(’j’ ,0.06),(’q’ ,0.06),(’z’ ,0.04)]
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Frequencies of Letters in Natural Languages

The distribution of single letters in any natural languages’ texts is
highly non uniform. According to the diagram below (taken from
Wikipedia), the four most frequent letters are {e, t, a, o}. The
letter e appears in 12.8% of written English, t’s frequency is 9.05%,
a’s is 8.1%, and o’s is 7.6%.

The frequencies in this diagram are based some “representative text”,
or corpus (for example, a dictionary).
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More on Frequencies of Letters

Letter frequencies in different languages differ substantially. For
example, while in many European languages the letter e had the
highest frequency (like in English), the second most frequent letter is
t in English, n in German, and a in Spanish. In fact, the most
frequent letter in Portuguese is a (e is the second).
(data taken from Wikipedia.)

An important application of the non uniform frequency of letters is
text compression. The Hufmann method encodes frequent letters
using short binary strings, and infrequent letters using longer binary
strings. A typical text contains more frequent letters than infrequent
letters. This enable the Hufmann method to compress typical, human
produced texts and save as much as 40% (compressed text vs.
original text).
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An Unexpected Application of Frequencies of Letters
Layout of letters and other characters on keyboards were designed at
the age of mechanical typewriters (not that long ago, mind you). A
major goals was to minimize occurrences of jams (caused by two
levers crossing each other). Frequently used pairs of letters (e.g. th
or st) were placed far away from each other. The standard layout of
keyboards, Qwerty, reflects this principle.

Such considerations became obsolete with the introduction of
computers’ keyboards, which eliminated the use of mechanical levers.

(Figures taken from Wikipedia).
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An Unexpected Application of Frequencies of Letters, cont.
An alternative keyboard layout was proposed back in 1932 by August
Dvorak, an educational psychologist and professor of education at the
University of Washington in Seattle. The Dvorak layout takes letter
frequencies into account. For example, the 8 most frequent English
letters, e, t, a, o, i, n, s, h, are all placed on the home row
of the keyboard, which is the easiest row to use.

The Dvorak system was not widely adopted, so most keyboard are
still using the Qwerty layout. Operating systems, including Windows
and MAC OSX, allow one to use Dvorak without physically changing
the keyboard. Thus, the user has to remember the “virtual” layout.
It is supposedly faster to type using Dvorak. Popular among geeks.

(Figures taken from Wikipedia).
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Letter Frequencies in Future Parts of Our Course

• The non uniform distribution of letters in written text is the
basis for Huffman coding, used in text compression.

• The non uniform distribution of letters in written text is the key
to breaking substitution cypher encryption.
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